A GUIDE FOR THIRD YEAR HSP STUDENTS

Which option is best for me?

Path A: Thesis Psychology 4891E

DO I ENJOY ENGAGING IN RESEARCH?
Independent research? Summarizing research? Critiquing research?

DO I ENJOY STATISTICS?
Learning statistical techniques? Applying statistics to test hypotheses?

HSP DEGREE
I am likely to pursue a future where I will carry out graduate-level research.

COURSE PROJECT: POSTER AND WRITTEN THESIS MANUSCRIPT
Preparation for research-based graduate programs (MA, PhD)

Path B: Portfolio Psychology 4893E

DO I ENJOY ENGAGING IN APPLICATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY?
How psychology benefits others and society?

DO I ENJOY APPLYING PSYCHOLOGICAL FINDINGS?
Do I like to think about ways people can use psychology in their day-to-day lives?

HSP DEGREE
I am likely to utilize my knowledge of applied psychology.

COURSE PROJECT: LEARNING ARTEFACTS AND DIGITAL PORTFOLIO
Preparation for applied programs: Teacher Education, Counselling Psychology, Law, OT/SLP